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16th December 2020 
 
Dear Rider, Parent of rider, or any Person connected to the Youth Championship show this week 
Covid 19 has presented many challenges this year, and we have adapted along the way.  
 
A challenging curved ball arrived on Monday night when our President announced new government 
regulations to cope with the current surge of infections. These regulations were published on 
Tuesday as our show began, and when many of our out of province visitors had already arrived. 
 
Spectators were not allowed at sporting events since the government gazette published 7 October, 
but the number of people allowed to gather on sporting premises was relaxed as we moved to level 
one. The latest restrictions only allow for a maximum of 250 people on our premises at any one time. 
Equestrian is the only sport where the athlete requires assistance with his/her sporting “partner”. 
This includes grooms of horses stabled here, officials and athletes. As this show involves minors, we 
need to make an allowance within our 250 total for a parent/guardian. Rest assured that we have 
looked at other alternatives to increase the capacity of people here but have not found a legal way 
to do this at short notice! 
 
By making some changes to the published timetable we calculated that we should just be able to 
continue our event within the preferred number of days. This can only happen with co-operation 
from competitors! Today many competitors and their parents were compliant, but others abused 
the system we implemented to squeeze more people through the gate, sometimes forcing 
legitimate contestants to stay outside because numbers were exceeded.  
 
We understand that fitting in with new government regulations means adjusting your show plans 
and may necessitate considerable inconvenience. Please work with us here so that we can finish the 
planned competitions without having to carry classes to Monday 21st unnecessarily. 
 
We urge you to be fair and considerate to others by observing the following: 

1. Only arrive at the venue maximum 1 hour before scheduled start of relevant class. 

2. Multiple horses on a big truck may have to come in earlier, but not their owners – truck 

driver to stay in truck or drive truck outside our gate to park on the “south” arena. 

3. The driver of a 2 or 3 berth horsebox is not an additional person allowed but must be the 1 

parent or coach allowed. 

4. Only 1 groom per 1,2 or 3 horses competed on by any 1 rider. 

5. Only 1 parent OR coach per 1 rider entered – coaches will need to liaise with students to 

work this out. Coaches need to access property in lieu of a parent/guardian, not as an 

additional person. 

6. If there is a time gap of 1 ½ hours or more until next class of same or other child, please 

leave our premises and come back later – there are numerous facilities for relaxation close 

by…those places do not have the same limitations on numbers that we do! 

7. If your horse requires the services of a vet or farrier etc who is not a show official, please 

take your horse outside our premises for this purpose. 
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8. Please do not bring any children who are not participating in this event to the show. 

9. Owners of horses stabled on our property can visit/check on their horses after 5pm each 

evening or 1 hour before their competition. Otherwise please delegate any checking/ 

feeding your groom etc to another person who is here because of the time frame of their 

competition. 

The timetable has times for the start of each class on it. Our gate Covid employees will have a list 
of competitors in every competition and the permissible entry time to the property. If riders are in 
2 consecutive classes, Heather (show director) will try to ensure an early riding number in the 2nd 
class, so that you can leave thereafter. All competitions with jump offs except Championships will 
have immediate jump offs. Please leave immediately after completion of your round(s) in that 
class. For larger group classes we have divided them into two, so that the first half of the class can 
arrive an hour before the first half of the class. The second portion of the competition may only 
enter 1 hour later. There will be a second course walk time allowance halfway through these 
competitions. Highlighted portions of the timetable are for classes that must walk together before 
the start of the first competition. 
 
We have calculated that if everyone is helpful, flexible, and dutiful, we will be able to run the 
balance of our show smoothly and within the new government regulations. Please be patient at the 
gate and make allowances for the checks that need to be in place. 
 
We apologise for the necessity in making these changes, as well as the inconvenience…. with your 
co-operation, we look forward to a pleasant and entertaining balance of this important event. We 
are lucky to be able to host this SA Championship show, and can only complete this with your buy in. 
 
 

 

 

 


